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Some tips for drawing eyes
Get your outline as perfect as possible:
EEveryone works differently, but for me I like to have the shape of the 
eye worked up with some structure around it before I start “the pretty 
bits”. It gives me a good base to work on and I know right from the 
start that it’s the right size and shape. There is nothing worse than 
spending ages creating a gorgeous eye, only to find out it’s too big or 
too small! 

Once your outline is created and you have some tonal values in, then 
you can make a start on the inside of the eye. I tend to create a 
“ghost” eye first, adding all the elements in before then building the 
layers up. I always use a polychromos dark indigo to start the pupil.
The shape of the horseThe shape of the horse’s pupil is very important. It’s not like a human 
eye or a dog eye, it’s actually more like a sheep eye - a horizontal 
lozenge shape. And “fun fact” the pupil stays horizontal to the ground 
no matter what position the horse’s head is in.

Follow your reference photo for all the 
shapes, highlights etc. however I always 
like to add in a little ‘extra’. And that extra 
comes in the form of some really 
gorgeous bright colours - cadmium 
orange is a great one. 
YYou might not see a bright organge, but, 
just adding a tiny bit as a catch light can 
make a huge difference. I’ve used an 
apricot pablo, polychromos cadmium 
orange and ivroy to get the lovely glowing 
colours in this eye. 
Another gAnother great tip - use a polychromos 
warm grey II to add a sheen over the eye, 
it really really helps to create that round 
wet look and because it’s a neutral colour 
just tends to blend rather than add 
pigment.


